
LPT42
1 - Top shelf w/utility tray
1 - Middle shelf w/8 leg posts
1 - Bottom shelf w/caster sockets
1 - Set short legs
1 - Set long legs
4 - Casters (2 w/brake)
1 - Electric assembly

Tools Required:
Rubber mallet

LPT44
1 - Top shelf w/utility tray
2 - Middle shelf w/8 leg posts
1 - Bottom shelf w/caster sockets
1 - Set short legs
2 - Sets long legs
4 - Casters (2 w/brake)
1 - Electric assembly

Parts List
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Instructions
LPT42 LPT44

2.
Lay top shelf (with handle) ribbed side up on a smooth
surface. Push all 4 short legs onto leg posts.

3.
Lay top utility shelf (with handle) ribbed side up on a
smooth surface. Push all 4 short legs onto leg posts.

4.
Position second shelf (with 8 leg posts) ribbed
side up, over the 4 legs and insert leg posts
into legs. Using a rubber mallet, firmly hammer
bottom shelf into legs until all four legs are
seated (flush) against the surfaces of both
shelves. For LPT44 repeat this step for second
middle shelf. 5.

Push set of 4 long legs into leg posts of second
shelf and firmly hammer until properly seated.
For LPT44 repeat this step for second middle
shelf.

6.
Position bottom shelf, ribbed side up, over the 4 long legs
and insert leg posts into legs. Using a rubber mallet,
firmly hammer bottom shelf into legs until all four legs are
seated (flush) against the surfaces of both shelves.

7.
Push the four casters firmly into the holes in each cor-
ner of the bottom shelf. Important: casters must be fully
seated. Tap firmly with rubber mallet to properly seat
casters. Turn your table right side up. It is now ready for
use.
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